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Instructional Strategies for Middle and High School is an accessible, practical, and engaging methods textbook that introduces preservice teachers to various instructional strategies and helps them to decide how and when to use these methods in the
classroom. Classrooms are comprised of diverse learners, and aspiring teachers will face complex decisions about the
assessment of student learning and classroom management. Veteran teacher educators Bruce Larson and Timothy Keiper offer
practical suggestions for ways to integrate effective classroom management and valid assessment techniques with each
instructional strategy. Instructional Strategies for Middle and High School equips pre-service teachers with the methodological
tools to promote understanding, conceptual awareness, and learning for every child in the classroom. Features and updates to this
new edition include: Clear, step-by-step descriptions and illustrative in-class videos of seven instructional techniques and that preservice teachers can realistically implement within the classroom setting Increased coverage on teaching English language
learners, including a "Making Your Lesson More Meaningful for ELLs" feature now included in every instructional strategy chapter
"Enhancing Your Teaching With Technology" feature included in every instructional strategy chapter Fresh interior design to better
highlight pedagogical elements and key features, all to better engage students Fully revamped and comprehensive companion
website, with both student and instructor materials that stress real-world application of strategies, classroom assessment and
management.
Originally published as one letter to the American people, George Washingtons Farewell Address circulated in newspapers across
the country and was printed in pamphlet form for years after he retired to his Mount Vernon home. Touted as a classic statement
of republicanism, Washingtons farewell warned against entangling alliances and encouraged the people to remain true to their
values. Washingtons address was prepared in 1792 after he was planning to retire after just one term in office, but following the
division between the newly formed Federalist and Democratic-Republican parties of Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson,
Washington decided to stay another term in office and work to strengthen the unity of the people. After Washingtons retirement,
people feared what the country would be like without his leadership. With the popularity of his final address and the wisdom it
provided, future politicians would look back at the first Presidents paper and heed his advice.
The Essential Guide to Writing History Essays is a step-by-step guide to the typical assignments of any undergraduate or master'slevel history program in North America. Effective writing is a process of discovery, achieved through the continual act of making
choices--what to include or exclude, how to order elements, and which style to choose--each according to the author's goals and
the intended audience. The book integrates reading and specialized vocabulary with writing and revision and addresses the
evolving nature of digital media while teaching the terms and logic of traditional sources and the reasons for citation as well as the
styles. This approach to writing not only helps students produce an effective final product and build from writing simple, short
essays to completing a full research thesis, it also teaches students why and how an essay is effective, empowering them to
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approach new writing challenges with the freedom to find their own voice.
Intended to guide writing teachers through the complexities of evaluation, the essays in this collection represent a variety of
approaches to evaluation. The essays display, however, some common beliefs about what is fundamentally important to writing
teachers' work--specifically, the need: to distinguish between "grading" and "evaluation"; to develop the ability to describe students'
writing; to connect teaching and evaluation; and to continually reexamine assumptions and practices that guide evaluation.
Following an introduction by the editors, the 17 essays and their authors are, as follows: (1) "Assessing Thinking: Glimpsing a
Mind at Work" (Lee Odell); (2) "What We Know about Genres, and How It Can Help Us Assign and Evaluate Writing" (Charles R.
Cooper); (3) "Audience Considerations for Evaluating Writing" (Phyllis Mentzell Ryder, Elizabeth Vander Lei, and Duane H. Roen);
(4) "Coaching Writing Development: Syntax Revisited, Options Explored" (William Strong); (5) "Cohesion and Coherence" (Martha
Kolln); (6) "Assessing Portfolios" (Sandra Murphy); (7) "How to Read a Science Portfolio" (Denise Stavis Levine); (8) "Using
Writing to Assess Mathematics Pedagogy and Students' Understanding" (Richard S. Millman); (9) "Evaluating Student Writing
about History" (Kathleen Medina); (10) "Evaluating Students' Response Strategies in Writing about Literature" (Richard W. Beach);
(11) "Evaluating the Writing of Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Students: The Case of the African American Vernacular English
Speaker" (Arnetha F. Ball); (12) "Latino ESL Students and the Development of Writing Abilities" (Guadalupe Valdes and Patricia
Anloff Sanders); (13) "Texts in Contexts: Understanding Chinese Students' English Compositions" (Guanjun Cai); (14) "Reflective
Reading: Developing Thoughtful Ways To Respond to Students' Writing" (Chris M. Anson); (15) "Creating a Climate for Portfolios"
(Sandra Murphy and Mary Ann Smith); (16) "Integrating Reading and Writing in Large-Scale Assessment" (Fran Claggett); and
(17) "Let Them Experiment: Accommodating Diverse Discourse Practices in Large-Scale Writing Assessment" (Roxanne
Mountford). (NKA)
This new edition retains the appeal, clarity and practicality that made the first so successful, and continues to provide a
fundamental introduction to the principles and purposes of rubrics, with guidance on how to construct them, use them to align
course content to learning outcomes, and apply them in a wide variety of courses, and to all forms of assignment. Reflecting
developments since publication of the first edition, the authors have extended coverage to include: * Expanded discussion on use
of rubrics for grading * Grading on-line with rubrics * Wider coverage of rubric types (e.g., holistic, rating scales) * Rubric
construction in student affairs * Pros and cons of working with "ready-made" rubrics * Using rubrics to improve your teaching, and
for SoTL * Use of rubrics in program assessment (case study) * Application of rubrics in the arts, for study abroad, service learning
and students’ independent learning * Up-dated literature review
The fully updated second edition of Teaching History Creatively introduces teachers to the wealth of available approaches to
historical enquiry, ensuring creative, effective learning. This book clearly sets out the processes of historical enquiry,
demonstrating how these are integrally linked with key criteria of creativity and helps readers to employ those features of creativity
in the classroom. Underpinned by theory and research, it offers informed and practical support and is illustrated throughout with
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examples of children’s work. Key themes addressed include: investigating sources using archives in your own research project
becoming historical agents and history detectives drama for exploring events myths and legends communicating historical
understanding creatively. With brand new chapters from the Stone Ages to the Iron Age, using prehistoric sources; The withdrawal
of the Romans and the conquest and settlement of Britain by the Anglo-Saxons, in addition to many new case studies, this exciting
edition puts an emphasis on accessible, recent research, new evidence and interpretations and encourages the creative
dynamism of the study of history. Teaching History Creatively provides vivid and rich examples of the creative use of sources, of
approaches to understanding chronology and concepts of time and of strategies to create interpretations. It is an essential
purchase for any teacher or educator who wishes to embed creative approaches to teaching history in their classroom.
What exactly is an "assignment," and why does it matter? How can educators ensure that their teaching meets the rigorous
demands of the Common Core State Standards, so that all students are well prepared for college or careers? Drawing from her
extensive experience as a teacher coach, author Eleanor Dougherty answers these questions and many more, with two aims in
mind: (1) to guide teachers and administrators in crafting high-quality assignments, and (2) to help educators understand the
powerful impact that assignments can have on teaching and learning. The book explains the critical differences among
"assignments," "activities," and "assessments" and thoroughly describes the key elements of an assignment: prompts, rubrics,
products, and instructional plans. Readers will learn how to * Follow a seven-step process for crafting effective assignments; * Link
assignments to units and courses; * Devise "Anchor" assignments for collaboration and consistency across grades; * Tap into
instructional "touchstones" that can enrich any assignment; * Create classroom and school environments that support assignmentmaking; and * Use assignments as a source of data about teaching and learning. Equipped with the knowledge and expertise
gained from Assignments Matter, readers will be able to create meaningful learning experiences for their students and come to
appreciate the author's belief that "assignments may well be the missing link in school reform efforts to improve student
achievement."

This book takes a developmental perspective at the use of scoring rubrics to assess student work. Citing developmental
characteristics of each age, the author presents examples and adaptations of assessment rubrics on a variety of subjects
for teachers from kindergarten through adult/college. After a presentation of foundation information on rubrics, separate
chapters are devoted to each grade level from primary through adult. Written so that each chapter can be addressed
independently, the book provides additional chapters devoted to assessing technological topics and using rubrics with
students with special needs. The final chapters provide practical information to help teachers to create their own rubrics
and to covert rubric scores to letter grades. An updated annotated listing of recommended rubric websites is included.
Measurement and Statistics for Teachers deftly combines descriptive statistics and measurement in the classroom into a
student-friendly, practical volume. Based on a course taught by the author for the past 25 years, this book offers to
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undergraduate education students a clear account of the basic issues in measurement and details best practices for
administering performance assessments, interpreting test scores, and evaluating student writing. This second edition
includes updated pedagogical features, timely discussions of student assessment, state standards (including NCLB), and
an expanded focus that incorporates the needs of Early Childhood, Elementary, and Secondary teachers.
This practical resource shows you how to apply Sam Wineburgs highly acclaimed approach to teaching, "Reading Like a
Historian," in your middle and high school classroom to increase academic literacy and spark students curiosity. Chapters
cover key moments in American history, beginning with exploration and colonization and ending with the Cuban Missile
Crisis.
The Museum Educator's Manual addresses the role museum educators play in today's museums from an experiencebased perspective. Seasoned museum educators author each chapter, emphasizing key programs along with case
studies that provide successful examples, and demonstrate a practical foundation for the daily operations of a museum
education department, no matter how small. The book covers: volunteer and docent management and training; exhibit
development; program and event design and implementation; working with families, seniors, and teens; collaborating with
schools and other institutions; and funding. This second edition interweaves technology into every aspect of the manual
and includes two entirely new chapters, one on Museums - An Educational Resource for Schools and another on Active
Learning in Museums. With invaluable checklists, schedules, organizational charts, program examples, and other how-to
documents included throughout, The Museum Educator's Manual is a 'must have' book for any museum educator.
This book shows how principles of self-regulated learning are being implemented in secondary classrooms. The 14
chapters are theoretically driven and supported by empirical research and address all common high school content
areas. The book comprises 29 lesson plans in English language arts, natural and physical sciences, social studies,
mathematics, foreign language, art, music, health, and physical education. Additionally, the chapters address students
with special needs, technology, and homework. Each chapter begins with one or more lesson plans written by master
teachers, followed by narratives explaining how the lesson plans were implemented. The chapters conclude with an
analysis written by expert researchers of the self-regulated learning elements in the lessons. Each lesson and each
analysis incorporate relevant educational standards for that area. Different types of high schools in several states serve
as venues. This powerful new book edited by Maria K. DiBenedetto provides a unique and invaluable resource for both
secondary teachers and researchers committed to supporting adolescents in the development of academic selfregulation. Each chapter is jointly written by teachers who provide a wealth of materials, including lesson plans, and
researchers who situate these lesson plans and academic self-regulation goals within the larger work on self-regulation.
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The topics covered are far broader than any other book I have seen in terms of developing academic self-regulation,
covering over a dozen content areas, including literacy, mathematics, social studies, the sciences, and the arts. Teachers
and scholars alike will find this book a must read. Karen Harris, EdD, Arizona State University A practical and magnificent
blend of educational research and application. This book goes beyond presenting the findings of research on self
regulation by connecting detailed strategies that align with the standards to the research. DiBenedetto et al. clearly
illustrate how to develop self regulated learners in the classroom. A refreshing must read for all secondary educators and
educational researchers seeking to be well grounded in education research and practical application techniques. Heather
Brookman, PhD, Fusion Academy- Park Avenue Self-regulated learning is a research-based process by which teachers
help students realize their own role in the learning process. Connecting Self-Regulated Learning and Performance with
Instruction Across High School Content Areas consists of model teachers’ lessons and analyses by prominent
educational psychologists in the field of self-regulated learning. The book provides teachers with the tools needed to
increase students’ awareness of learning and inspires all educators to use self-regulated learning to promote
engagement, motivation, and achievement in their students. The book also provides administrators with the principles
needed to infuse evidenced based self-regulated learning into their curriculum and instruction. I highly recommend the
book! Marty Richburg, Northside High School
Written in a student-friendly style, Measurement and Statistics for Teachers shows teachers how to use measurement
and statistics wisely in their classes. Although there is some discussion of theory, emphasis is given to the practical,
everyday uses of measurement and statistics. The second part of the text provides more complete coverage of basic
descriptive statistics and their use in the classroom than in any text now available. Comprehensive and accessible,
Measurement and Statistics for Teachers includes: Short vignettes showing concepts in action Numerous classroom
examples Highlighted vocabulary Boxes summarizing related concepts End-of-chapter exercises and problems Six full
chapters devoted to the essential topic of Classroom Tests Instruction on how to carry out informal assessments,
performance assessments, and portfolio assessments, and how to use and interpret standardized tests A five-chapter
section on Descriptive Statistics, giving instructors the option of more thoroughly teaching basic measurement constructs
such as validity, reliability, and score reporting
Teaching Online: A Practical Guide is an accessible, introductory, and comprehensive guide for anyone who teaches
online. The fourth edition of this bestselling resource has been fully revised, maintains its reader-friendly tone, and offers
exceptional practical advice, new teaching examples, faculty interviews, and an updated resource section. New to this
edition: entire new chapter on MOOCs (massive open online courses); expanded information on teaching with mobile
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devices, using open educational resources, and learning analytics; additional interviews with faculty, case studies, and
examples; spotlight on new tools and categories of tools, especially multimedia. Focusing on the "hows" and "whys" of
implementation rather than theory, the fourth edition of Teaching Online is a must-have resource for anyone teaching
online or thinking about teaching online.
Recognizing the importance that modeling plays in the learning process, high school English teacher Kelly Gallagher shares how he gets his
students to stand next to and pay close attention to model writers, and how doing so elevates his students' writing abilities. --from publisher
description.
Spectrum Writing creates student interest and sparks writing creativity! The lessons, perfect for students in grade 7, strengthen writing skills
by focusing on topic, parts of writing, dialogue, emotional appeals, and more! Each book provides an overview
It is important for school librarians to consider the expertise of classroom teachers, the position of school administrators, and the beliefs and
values of the community at large. Striking the balance between collaboration and leadership is a key to successful implementation of an
effective library program.
New technologies have radically transformed our relationship to information in general and to little bits of information in particular. The
assessment of history learning, which for a century has valued those little bits as the centerpiece of its practice, now faces not only an
unprecedented glut but a disconnect with what is valued in history education. More complex processes—historical thinking, historical
consciousness or historical sense making—demand more complex assessments. At the same time, advances in scholarship on assessment
open up new possibilities. For this volume, Kadriye Ercikan and Peter Seixas have assembled an international array of experts who have,
collectively, moved the fields of history education and assessment forward. Their various approaches negotiate the sometimes-conflicting
demands of theoretical sophistication, empirically demonstrated validity and practical efficiency. Key issues include articulating the cognitive
goals of history education, the relationship between content and procedural knowledge, the impact of students’ language literacy on history
assessments, and methods of validation in both large scale and classroom assessments. New Directions in Assessing Historical Thinking is a
critical, research-oriented resource that will advance the conceptualization, design and validation of the next generation of history
assessments.
"HELP! My Students Can't Write!" Why You Need a Writing Revolution in Your Classroom and How to Lead It. The Writing Revolution (TWR)
provides a clear method of instruction that you can use no matter what subject or grade level you teach. The model, also known as The
Hochman Method, has demonstrated, over and over, that it can turn weak writers into strong communicators by focusing on specific
techniques that match their needs and by providing them with targeted feedback. Insurmountable as the challenges faced by many students
may seem, TWR can make a dramatic difference. And the method does more than improve writing skills. It also helps: Boost reading
comprehension Improve organizational and study skills Enhance speaking abilities Develop analytical capabilities TWR is as much a method
of teaching content as it is a method of teaching writing. There's no separate writing block and no separate writing curriculum. Instead,
teachers of all subjects adapt the TWR strategies and activities to their current curriculum and weave them into their content instruction. But
perhaps what's most revolutionary about the TWR method is that it takes the mystery out of learning to write well. It breaks the writing
process down into manageable chunks and then has students practice the chunks they need, repeatedly, while also learning content.
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Differentiating Instruction With Menus: U.S. History (grades 9-12) offers teachers everything needed to create a student-centered learning
environment based on choice in the high school classroom. This book: Features attractive reproducible menus and rubrics. Is based on the
levels of Bloom's revised taxonomy. Incorporates different learning styles. Makes incorporating choice into the classroom stress-free for both
teachers and their students. Topics addressed include history, geography, economics, government, and culture. Ideal for differentiating for
gifted and advanced learners, these menus can be used to guide students in making decisions as to which products they will develop after
studying a major concept or unit.
This revised and retitled edition of Searching Writing includes two additional I-Search papers, one by a teacher, and a new chapter entitled
"The Larger Context," which shows how the I Search concept can work throughout the whole curriculum in school and college. As with the
first edition, The I-Search Paper is more than just a textbook; it's a new form of instructional help -- a context book -- that shows students
what authority is in matters of learning and invites them to join the author and teacher in the educational movement called "Writing to Learn."
To put this book in the hands of all the students in the course is not only to help them carry out an I-Search but to introduce them in a
delightful way to the resources and tools of intellectual inquiry -- but one that never forgets the emotional or physical side of human activity.
This is a rare textbook that treats students as partners in learning. It shows what it is to take charge of one's own learning and suggests that
this move is one that productive people keep making throughout their lives.
Full of field-tested implementation tools, this comprehensive handbook shows how schools and districts can use the Balanced Curriculum
process to put their schools on the track to success.
It's not what students know, but what they do with what they know that is important Schools are changing in response to this reality, and in
Transforming Schools Using Project-Based Learning, Performance Assessment, and Common Core Standards, Bob Lenz, Justin Wells, and
Sally Kingston draw on the example of the Envision Education schools, as well as other leading schools around the country, to show how the
concept of deeper learning can meet the need for students who are both college and career ready and engaged in their own education. In this
book, the authors explain how project-based learning can blend with Common Core-aligned performance assessment for deeper learning.
You'll discover how many schools have successfully made the transition from traditional, teacher-centered learning to project-based, deeper
learning and find many practical ideas for implementation. Companion DVD and website include videos showing how to implement deeper
learning strategies in the classroom Evidence-based descriptions show why deeper learning is right for students Performance assessment
experts explain how to align assessments with Common Core by shifting the emphasis from knowing to doing Extensive game plan section
provides step-by-step guidance for change Schools are complex organizations, and transformation involves all of the stakeholders, from
students to superintendents. But as this book shows, there are amazing benefits to be realized when everyone commits to diving deeper into
learning.
What is a rubric and how are they being used in teacher education and evaluation? When did rubrics become ubiquitous in the field of
education? What impact do rubrics have on students, teachers, teacher educators, and the educational enterprise? This book is an edited
volume of essays that critically examine the phenomenon of rubrics in teacher education, evaluation and education more broadly. Rubrics
have seen a dramatic rise in use and presence over the past twenty-five years in colleges of education and districts across the country.
Although there is a wealth of literature about how to make rubrics, there is scant literature that explores the strengths and weaknesses of
rubrics and the impact the rubric phenomenon is having in reshaping education. The chapters included in this edited volume will critically
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reflect on the contemporary contexts of rubrics and the uses and impact of rubrics in education. Since rubrics have become indelible in
education, it is necessary for a fuller, nuanced discussion of the phenomenon. Creating a book that explores these aspects of rubrics is timely
and fundamental to expanding the discourse on this ubiquitous evaluation tool. This book is not meant to be a series of chapters dedicated to
best practices for creating rubrics, nor is this text meant to present all sides of the rubric discussion. Rather, this text intends to offer critical
polemics about rubrics that can spur greater critical discussion about a phenomenon in education that has largely been unquestioned in the
literature.
The best-selling book for teaching basic life skills, fullyrevised and updated This book offers teachers and parents a unique collection of
190ready-to-use activities complete with student worksheets,discussion questions, and evaluation suggestions to helpexceptional students
acquire the basic skills needed to achieveindependence and success in everyday life. Each of the book'sactivities focuses on specific skills
within the context ofreal-life situations and includes complete teacher instructions foreffective use, from objective and introduction through
optionalextension activities and methods to assess student learning. Thebook includes numerous reproducible parent letters which can
besent home to help parents reinforce these lessons while childrenare away from school. A revised and updated edition of the classic book
for teachingbasic life skills Includes 190 complete activities with reproducible worksheets,discussion questions, and evaluation suggestions
for developingindependence Offers ideas for developing practical skills to deal withidentity theft, cell phone manners, budgeting, eating
healthymeals, using credit cards, time management, and much more Mannix is the best-selling author of Social SkillsActivities for Special
Children, Writing Skills Activities forSpecial Children, and Character Building Activities forKids
This popular text advocates an inquiry and activity-based view of social studies teaching that respects the points of view of students and
teachers. Based in practice and experience, it offers systematic support and open, honest advice for new teachers, is conversational not
pedantic, and provides lots of examples. While the structure and most of the topics remain largely the same as before, this Third Edition
presents new lesson ideas in every chapter especially designed to help new teachers to address learning standards, to work in inclusive
settings, and to promote literacy and the use of technology in social studies classrooms puts a heavier focus on what is important to know
and why includes new essays on the politics of social studies education responds to opponents of project- or activity-based social studies
instruction and multicultural education with a sharpened defense of both of these approaches throughout the book Intended as a text for
undergraduate and graduate pre-service social studies methods courses, this text is also useful for in-service training programs, as a
reference for new social studies teachers, and as a resource for experienced social studies educators who are engaged in rethinking their
teaching practice.
Oral history is a marvelous force for empowering young people with a love of history. Peppered with useful tips, examples from students and
teachers, and reproducible forms, along with an comprehensive bibliography, this book will be a vital and inspirational tool for anyone working
with secondary students to plan and carryout oral history projects.
Thoroughly updated, this is the essential guide to one of the most fundamental fields in the library profession. It links you—and through you,
your patrons—to the significant changes that have occurred in reference and information sciences with emphasis on the growth of digital
content. • Provides a comprehensive text edited by two highly regarded experts in reference and academic librarianship, Linda C. Smith and
Melissa A. Wong, with chapters written by some of the best minds in the library science field • Includes newly updated information that
reflects today's realities in reference service with an indication of how reference service may be provided to meet changing patron needs in
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the future • Encompasses the effective use of print sources, free online sources, and fee-based sources • Features individual chapters that
can be used for in-service staff training or in student course packs
Based on the highest levels of Bloom's taxonomy, The Social Studies Helper easily integrates technology into every core high school social
studies course as well as two electives. These creative assignments are designed to appeal to visual, auditory and kinesthetic learning styles
as the students are immersed in research, role-playing, art, etc. This is the resource book that you will turn to again and again throughout the
school year. The Social Studies Helper is all the help you'll need, with innovative activities and projects, along with their rubrics and handouts,
that are ready for use.
What is a rubric? A rubric is a coherent set of criteria for student work that describes levels of performance quality. Sounds simple enough,
right? Unfortunately, rubrics are commonly misunderstood and misused. The good news is that when rubrics are created and used correctly,
they are strong tools that support and enhance classroom instruction and student learning. In this comprehensive guide, author Susan M.
Brookhart identifies two essential components of effective rubrics: (1) criteria that relate to the learning (not the "tasks") that students are
being asked to demonstrate and (2) clear descriptions of performance across a continuum of quality. She outlines the difference between
various kinds of rubrics (for example, general versus task-specific, and analytic versus holistic), explains when using each type of rubric is
appropriate, and highlights examples from all grade levels and assorted content areas. In addition, Brookhart addresses * Common
misconceptions about rubrics; * Important differences between rubrics and other assessment tools such as checklists and rating scales, and
when such alternatives can be useful; and * How to use rubrics for formative assessment and grading, including standards-based grading
and report card grades. Intended for educators who are already familiar with rubrics as well as those who are not, this book is a complete
resource for writing effective rubrics and for choosing wisely from among the many rubrics that are available on the Internet and from other
sources. And it makes the case that rubrics, when used appropriately, can improve outcomes by helping teachers teach and helping students
learn.
The Street Stops Here offers a deeply personal and compelling account of a Catholic high school in central Harlem, where mostly
disadvantaged (and often non-Catholic) African American males graduate on time and get into college. Interweaving vivid portraits of day-today school life with clear and evenhanded analysis, Patrick J. McCloskey takes us through an eventful year at Rice High School, as staff,
students, and families make heroic efforts to prevail against society's expectations. McCloskey's riveting narrative brings into sharp relief an
urgent public policy question: whether (and how) to save these schools that provide the only viable option for thousands of poor and workingclass students—and thus fulfill a crucial public mandate. Just as significantly, The Street Stops Here offers invaluable lessons for lowperforming urban public schools.
This second edition enhances the "five big ideas" for raising reading achievement with seven cognitive strategies and more than twenty
"teaching for learning" tips for daily instruction.
"Standardized Minds" dramatically shows how an unhealthy and enduring obsession with intelligence testing affects everyone. Drawing
creative solutions from the headlines and front lines, Sacks demonstrates proven alternatives to such testing, and details a plan to make the
American meritocracy legitimate and fair.
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